NOTICE

The written exam for shortlisting the candidates for recruitment to the post of LDC which was originally scheduled for the 16th of January 2015 has been rescheduled and will now be held on the 8th of May 2015 at 4.00 p.m. at various centres in the state of Goa. Candidates who had applied for the post in response to advertisement dated 24/01/2014 and candidates whose names have been sponsored by the Employment Exchange North Goa /South Goa and by the Sainik Welfare Board shall answer the written exam. Details such as the seat numbers and respective centres which were intimated earlier have remained unchanged and continue to be available on the website www.dtegoa.gov.in. No separate intimation letters shall be sent and candidates shall each bring with them any one valid original ID having on it their photograph and address viz. student ID card, Driving Licence, Aadhar Card, Epic voter card, Passport, or any other valid card issued by Competent Authority, and report at the allotted centre at least 30 minutes before scheduled test time and locate their seat in time to answer the exam.
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